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2003-2004 was a year of contradictions. Externally it was one of our greatest
years; we enjoyed the most media attention we have ever had, and have pushed
the voting age into the national consciousness. Internally it was one of our worst
years; our chapters disintegrated and our staff fell apart.
Fundraising was the greatest area of effort this year, and is host to both long
awaited and much needed successes and spectacular failures. Promotion,
which is the source of our greatest joy this year, lost its staff member, and we
have yet to overcome difficulties stunting our media growth. Despite our
amazing media exposure, we honestly haven’t accomplished much in terms of
real world victories. The webpage has stagnated and chapters have crumbled.
The four chief problems that were identified in years past still plague us, and
have yet to be addressed. Fundraising, internal education, membership
involvement, and internal operations still confront us as problems. While no one
hopes to hear a gloomy report, there are serious difficulties this organization
faces year in and year out, and need to finally be addressed.
In spite of this, one surely should not characterize this report as gloomy. NYRA
has achieved some monumental and historic accomplishments this term. The
movement to lower the voting age has emerged in the national awareness in no
small part because of NYRA’s actions. Our influence and involvement in this
issue has been a critical force behind the explosion of this issue in the last year.
As a clearinghouse for information, research and action on this issue we’ve
inspired politicians, reporters and activists alike. Our continual pressure on nonprofits has filtered into society and finally the issue is getting some traction.
Once NYRA gains for itself the staff and resources befitting an organization of
such drive and importance, we truly will be a force to be reckoned with. Once
NYRA overcomes the problems that have plagued it for years, none but thin air
and lack of gravity will contain the heights to which this organization will climb.

Year In Review
Finance
This was the most active year on record for fundraising. In spite of this, NYRA
still has yet to raise sufficient money to cover the most basic of needs such as an
office and staff. While discouraging, NYRA has achieved a long awaited and
very important step forward in the money search, having finally secured 501c3
tax status from the IRS.
As several different funding plans were attempted this year, the Board wisely
drafted different budgets to take these different options into account. One was
written on the assumption our benefit show would be a success, one was written
with foundation support in mind, and the third expected neither source to come
through for us. Unfortunately it was the third budget1 that was on the mark this
year.
We are so far on target with this budget. We projected $2,500 in 2004 and now
at mid-year count $1,697.13 in income. This figure fails to consider additional
cash from Warped Tour sales that are still being reported. During this same
period we have had $1,153.75 in expenses. Total income since the last Annual
Meeting is $2,084 and $1,427.22 in expenses. These figures exclude the $200
deposit and return paid out to W3Tech and Richard Farson’s donation of an
airline ticket using his frequent flyer miles to send me to California in May.
Membership has increased from 39 this time last year to 64, with 5 service
members. Mostly volunteers at Warped Tour. Our Café Press store has
accounted for $62.28 in income. Visitors spent a total of $393 at the Café Press
merchandise store, had these items been our own we could have gotten more
profit from them.
501c3 Tax Status
In July of 2003 NYRA, at long last, submitted our 501c3 forms to the IRS,
finishing many years of embarrassing delays and
problems. 501c3 status is critical, as it allows NYRA to
receive tax deductible donations and more importantly,
to accept foundation grants. After four months of waiting
we received a response on November 13. It did not look
promising. The letter stated many reasons why we did
not appear to them to be a 501c3 organization; they
suggested we apply for 501c4 instead. 501c4 would
make us a lobbying organization with none of the tax
benefits of c3.

The tone and text of the letter made it look unlikely we would ever be approved
for c3, and while it gave us an option to appeal, we were cautioned we’d loose
our $150 application fee if we failed the appeal and then later applied for c4.
After much discussion, the Executive Committee reluctantly decided to apply for
c4 instead. The letter was mailed on November 22, in time for the November 25
deadline the IRS set.
On December 10, Mrs. C Smith, of the IRS, called to state she did not receive a
response from us and was closing our file. After explaining we had indeed sent
in a response, she agreed to give us an additional day to check the PO Box and
check if our c4 application was returned. This proved to be the case due to
insufficient address and Mrs. C. Smith was informed of this. It was then learned
that we didn’t have to choose between appealing the c3 decision and taking c4,
we could write an appeal and have the c4 application as a backup.
After much frantic work, a very well written and compelling appeal was written
making the case for why NYRA was indeed a 501c3 organization. The letter and
the c4 application were sent in the mail the following day.
In early January we received the response we have waited for, for six years, our
501c3 letter of determination from the IRS. This is a critical victory for the
organization, and will allow us to attract wealthy funders and foundations. Our
future would be in jeopardy without this.
Benefit Show
In November when it appeared as if we would not succeed at getting 501c3, we
decided upon a plan to fund the organization without foundations. Over the last
year information was gathered on holding a large benefit show at American
University. Students working at AU’s Student Union Board (SUB) had quoted a
$55,000 figure that would be necessary to attract a large act to fill out Bender
Arena. Loosing hope in foundations, this benefit show became NYRA’s top
priority. SUB agreed to find the band and handle all the logistics of the show,
NYRA would just have to find and put up the $55,000.
We estimated a $30 ticket fee and a sell out crowd of 5,000. This would gross
$150,000 in sales. A third of this money would be put towards repaying the initial
loan for this show, a third put aside to hold a show for the following year, and a
third would be used for the year’s expenses. Guided by this plan we set to work
raising the $55,000 needed.
An appeal was sent to the membership explaining the situation and asking for
help. No help was forthcoming. An appeal was sent to the Youth Rights Leader
List, a collection of big names, authors and professionals in the youth rights field.
They were mostly pessimistic of our chances, and none offered help. Banks

were approached for a business loan, but with no collateral or financial history
there were few chances for a loan. We contacted Steve Wozniak, billionaire cofounder of Apple Computers, who had earlier been identified as a voting rights
supporter. Unfortunately he did not respond to our letters or phone calls. The
Board pledged generously, but lacked sizable resources for such a task.
With all other options exhausted, hope was placed on Mr. and Mrs. KoroknayPalicz. Despite a sometimes strained relationship, it was our hope they would
come through in a pinch and offer a short-term loan to ensure NYRA’s and my
financial future. At great risk to our relationship, they were asked for a loan of
$50,000. On December 14 they indicated they would make the loan. This great
act of generosity was not lost on us, and the Board was urged to thank them
personally.
When the spring semester started at American University, a meeting was set up
with SUB and several NYRA-AU members. After initially quoting $55,000 as the
cost of a concert, their figures were now adjusted dramatically higher, pricing this
concert well beyond our means. This complete reversal in estimates were
incredibly frustrating and ruined our hopes of a benefit show for NYRA.
Foundations
Applying for foundations has not gone as smoothly as expected. Lack of time
and experience has contributed to a lack of effort in this most important of areas.
One application was written and mailed on March 31 to the Max and Anna
Levinson Foundation. It was turned down, but was good experience. No other
applications or letters were mailed, and this lack of progress is a significant
setback.

Action
Many exciting things were undertaken this year, and while no substantial
victories have yet been declared, and there have been some failures, I do think
this was a positive year for youth rights action. Our great failing this year, as in
past years has been lack of focus. With such small staff, more opportunities for
campaigns come our way than the time and effort to follow them all to the end.
Therefore we have several campaigns that were abandoned or left drift before
they found results. With a more focused plan, and with more staff and resources
I believe we can overcome this for next year.
Voting Age
Once again, our biggest campaign was around the voting age. Whereas last
year we had several smaller campaigns in various states to lower the voting age,
this year our hopes were pinned on just two. First in Takoma Park, MD and the
second the bill to lower the voting age in California.

The Takoma Park campaign, which last summer seemed to be our greatest
chance to actually see a voting age lowered in the United States has entirely
collapsed. Last fall the campaign suffered through a general malaise as NYRADC President Laura Finstad devoted less and less time to the chapter. Others
attempted to pick up the slack to a degree, continuing to petition in September
and October, and on October 29, the attempt to get the Montgomery County
student council general assembly on board failed, despite a warm reception to
NYRA’s presentation at their meeting. By November Laura officially resigned as
chapter President and the campaign has not been active since.
In early March NYRA had a new voting age campaign to depend on in California.
March 2 saw a voting age
protest in Berkeley,
California led by chapter
leader Robert Reynolds.
The following week, Sen.
John Vasconcellos
introduced a bill to lower
the voting age in
California. The highly
controversial system he
choose would grant a
quarter vote to 14 & 15year-olds and half a vote
to 16 & 17-year-olds.
This bill became an instant national story, and attracted press coverage for
NYRA from many different sources.
NYRA has seen this bill through every step along its journey. Initial research for
the bill was done through NYRA, NYRA representatives were in attendance at
Sen. Vasconcellos’ press conference, and I flew out to Sacramento to testify at
the first committee hearing personally. Other members and advisors, including
Robert Reynolds, Mike Males, and Richard Farson testified at the first and
second committee hearings.
Currently this bill is awaiting a vote from its third committee, the appropriations
committee, its last obstacle before a vote before the full California Senate.
Responding to many criticisms over the partial voting plan, Sen. Vasconcellos
has amended his bill to instead call for a full vote for individuals at 16.
While eventual passage is unlikely, this bill has been a huge victory in pushing
forward discussion on this topic, and has injected youth rights and youth suffrage
into the national debate.

Minor Contributions for Campaigns
Having been involved, in some way or other in the Bi-Partisan Campaign Reform
Act’s (BCRA) prohibition on minor contributions since its inception, NYRA in 2004
saw this legislation through one more year of developments. On December 10,
the Supreme Court of the US handed down a decision that unanimously
overturned the provision from the BCRA that prohibited all individuals under the
age of 18 from making any contribution to a political campaign or party. This was
an excellent victory for youth rights.
As the primaries began early this year, it was noticed that many campaigns were
still refusing to accept contributions by individuals under 18. NYRA undertook a
campaign to both inform them of the Supreme Court’s decision, and to persuade
them to begin taking youth donations. We spoke with, and sent letters to
representatives from most of the Democratic Presidential campaigns, and the
President’s as well. Some progress was made, but unfortunately due to
insufficient follow up this campaign was never finished and it is unknown whether
any campaign changed their policy.
In April, NYRA received word that the Federal Elections Commission (FEC) was
soliciting public comment over drafting regulations to implement the Supreme
Court’s decision. After being alerted to this, we immediately got to work. Keith
Mandell, a Chicago lawyer and NYRA activist agreed to take on the campaign
pro-bono. Mandell drafted a white paper that made a legal argument for a less
restrictive standard for accepting youth contributions. NYRA produced a very
impressive and well argued paper that made our case, if applied by the FEC this
will have a dramatic effect on the rights of young people to donate to campaigns.
As of now the FEC has not taken any further steps, but it has been confirmed
they have received our comments and have posted our report on their website.2
Other Campaigns
Additional, though smaller campaigns, undertaken by NYRA this year include an
effort to lower the age to run for office in North Carolina and an attempt to help
out a member who fell victim to age discrimination on the job. The former was
begun independent of NYRA, but was joined by our emerging NYRA-NC chapter
and staff member DeWarren Langley. While Langley continues to work on this
effort, he is no longer affiliated with NYRA and it appears NYRA-NC has fallen
apart. The future of this campaign is not optimistic.
The other campaign involved teen employees who were fired due to a new policy
at their company of not hiring individuals under 18. The Human Resources
director at corporate office was spoken to several times, but no progress was
ultimately made. With more staff and time, a victory in this case and many
similar cases are indeed possible.

Promotion
Our greatest victories this year came in the area of promotion. This year has
seen more media coverage than any in our history. There is a significantly
growing recognition of youth rights in the country, and a growing association of
NYRA as the chief champion of those rights. Primarily our efforts to lower the
voting age have led to this media coverage, but also simple efforts by NYRA
activists can produce media coverage. This was also a good year for speaking
appearances, having far more exposure than last year. One final high note for
this year was the recent approach by a TV station in Charlottesville, Virginia
seeking a Public Service Announcement by NYRA.
At the same time, there have been some areas that haven’t improved over last
year, namely our ability to attract press proactively. Like last year, our press
releases have attracted little attention, and thus we only released two.3
Media
What a year indeed. NYRA has seen spectacular success in this area. Our
close ties to Sen. Vasconcellos’ high
profile campaign in California has earned
us an enormous amount of coverage this
spring, and even before that we earned
our biggest media hit of our existence.
ABCNews.com wrote a story on NYRA in
September regarding our effort to lower
the voting age in Takoma Park and
elsewhere. Unexpectedly this article was
picked up by America Online and featured
prominently on AOL’s welcome screen for a full day. With around 30 million
members of AOL, many of whom saw or read our story on their welcome screen
this media hit far eclipses either of our television appearances on CNN. The
attached poll attracted well over a quarter million votes alone.
In addition to AOL, another fun appearance this year was on ABCNews.com’s
Jumbotron screen in Times Square. While
the total reach of this appearance was minor
compared to others, it makes a spectacular
visual NYRA can use for fundraising and
promotion activity for years to come. Finally,
an article on May 5 and another on July 31
were later picked up by Knight-Ridder
papers and resulted in articles in many
different papers all over the country. A
mostly complete list of our media spots
throughout the year include:

Kuro5hin.org
The Boston Globe (twice)
AOL News
ABCNews.com
NPR
RNN TV in New York
The Drug War Chronicle
Wisconsin Public Radio
The Hatchet; George Washington
University
The Daily Californian; UC-Berkeley
The Associated Press
The Los Angeles Times
KMED radio in Oregon
The Christian Science Monitor
The Daily Bruin; UCLA

The Hoya; Georgetown University
Corsair; Santa Monica College
The New Paltz Oracle; SUNY: New
Paltz
The Eagle; American University
The Enquirer; Cincinnati, OH
Tucson Citizen; Tucson, AZ
Indianapolis Star
Telegraph-Forum.; Bucyrus, OH
News talk 1430 in Indianapolis
Knight Ridder/Tribune (twice)
San Francisco Chronicle
Bay City News Service
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Fort-Worth Star Telegram
Baltimore Sun

Because of the articles sent out over the Knight Ridder wire, the number of
newspapers and markets NYRA reached this year are much higher than the
above list. Plus there are no doubt additional appearances that slipped my list,
or that we do not have record of. In addition to these mainstream media
publications, NYRA made it into the blogging world after our voting age stories
hit.
Speaking Appearances
This was a good year for speaking appearances as well, at least for the first half.
Fall ’03 and winter ’04 NYRA spoke at a dozen dates of the National Youth
Leadership Conference. This weekly conference attracted high school leaders
from around the country to DC for sightseeing and leadership training. For 90
minutes on Wednesday nights NYRA was able to present youth rights to them
through an open, honest discussion, of which there are no doubt few at this
conference. Each workshop was very well received, and we have an example of
some evaluations written by students in attendance.4
Unfortunately this ongoing opportunity fell apart when the conference became
upset over the occasional use of mild profanity in our workshop and decided to
cancel our invitation to future conferences. As this is a ridiculous reason to
blacklist us, and they did leave the door open to an appeal, we do intend to try to
get back on the schedule for this fall.
Another workshop of note, and the largest of the year, was at the National
Conference on Organized Resistance. This well-attended conference of leftists
featured a NYRA workshop on “youth liberation” that attracted a standing room

only audience of roughly 80-90
individuals. The workshop was a
great success and will be attempted
next year as well.
Other appearances include smaller
workshops at the Virginia Green
Party convention, the Claim
Democracy conference at the
Washington, DC Convention
Center, and a workshop about the
drinking age at American University.

Website
This has been a frustrating year of setbacks, delays and failures with the website.
Few major changes have been made to the website since last year, and of the
things identified in last year’s report as necessary updates to the website, few
have been completed. Several attempts at progress have been made and have
produced no results. New sections have been created, and are very welcome
and useful, but YouthRights.org is very much behind where it should be.
Early in the year our webmaster was let go from his position. We then made an
attempt at building a web team, in hopes that sharing the workload of the website
by a whole team of people would ensure more accomplishments than relying on
a single webmaster. Appeals were made, and a meeting was held, but the
volunteers wondered off and no work was done.
By winter a website for bidding on web design jobs, eLance.com was discovered
and put to use. The hope was that hired professionals would be more
accountable and less likely to waste our time than volunteers had been. NYRA
placed a job offer on the site explaining what all we needed done, and various
companies bid on our project. The winning company, W3Tech, seemed like a
good choice, and in our price range. This proved to be a disaster as well.
W3Tech made many promises of progress, but refused to show any examples or
results. After several weeks of delays we terminated our relationship with them.
It took them another month to return our $200 deposit.
Server Switch
Last year we moved to Amhosting.com, our first professional server away from
original host ecg.net. Things went fine, but it was later advised that Amhosting
did not have sufficient utilities and capacity to support our intended upgrades and
expansion. After much looking, a new server was found and decided on. In midSeptember, NYRA paid Milescape $119.40 for a year’s worth of hosting.

The easy transfer and setup on the new server did not materialize as planned,
and NYRA was left at Amhosting for several months as our Milescape server lay
unused and fraught with problems. While NYRA struggled with little tech help
during this period, we were left with the bill for two servers, only one used for a
period of 9 months. The switch was finally made, and went public in June,
however with no web staff or volunteers, and a frustratingly unhelpful support
staff at Milescape, there are still many pages on YouthRights.org that have errors
or that don’t work at all. This is unprofessional and a disappointment.
Website Updates
Despite the bad news, there were
some promising updates and
expansions to YouthRights.org in the
last year. After loosing our link
section to a hacker attack some time
ago, a new link section was created
in November. Not the fancy system
we used to have on ecg.net, but it
will work just fine. Also in November
a flyers section where members can
view and download NYRA flyers was
added. This is a useful tool for NYRA
activists. In March, after many
complaints by reporters and other
professionals over difficulty in finding
contact information for NYRA, the
contact page was recreated. As
NYRA has no office phone, there
were concerns over posting private
home numbers online. Now the
‘unofficial’ NYRA office has bit the
bullet and posting of the phone
number has been a success. In
April, a media page was created to
showcase all of NYRA’s press
releases and media hits over our
history. This is impressive to visitors,
provides a handy archive for NYRA
staff, and lends us credibility to
attract future media coverage.

Finally, NYRA has created a Café
Press merchandise store. While we
are still unable to sell our own
merchandise, Café Press provides a
handy and easy to set up alternative.
The two most significant additions to
the website in the last year are the
curfew page, and a better integration
of the NYRA database with the
NYRA join form. The curfew page is
another impressive issue page in the
mold of our successful pages on the
drinking age and voting age. Using
resources provided to us by the now
defunct anti-curfew page, Libertarian
Rock, our curfew resource has been
a nice success. Unfortunately plans
to create similar pages on
emancipation, student rights, and
gulag schools have not materialized.
In addition to integration with the
database and the join form, many
great innovations have been added
to the database and backend of the
website.

Needs for Year Ahead
Many of the big ticket items that weren’t finished this year are left for us to do in
the year ahead. Some are more pressing than others. One of the most pressing
is finding a new mailing list other than Yahoo Groups. Current restrictions on
Yahoo Groups limit us to only adding 10 people to a list per day. With many
hundred individuals recruited at events, this leaves us with a continual backlog.
More worrisome is the fact that individuals may wait 6 months between the time
they join the organization and the time they make it on our mailing list. By that
time they have often forgotten who we are or where they signed up at.
In addition to a new mailing list, perhaps even a pay service, we need a mailing
list that is integrated with our website join form and our database. This will allow
us to manage the list far easier and avoid duplicating efforts. Plus, automated
adding will greatly streamline limited staff hours. The join form must also be
integrated with paypal, or another online payment system. This will increase the
amount of dues that are paid and make the process easier for staff and members
alike.
While our Café Press store is a nice, temporary solution, we loose a lot of money
by not selling our own products. A merchandise store needs to be created to sell
the variety of NYRA books, t-shirts and buttons we currently offer at events. Our
new server supposedly has the capacity for it, but without staff to set up the page
we can do nothing with it.
Our online forums have enjoyed an ever increasing level of interest and
involvement by the members, and it is a shame our program is so outdated.
Worse yet the program is located off-site, back on our old ecg.net server. Finally,
it is our hope we can incorporate more multimedia onto the page and begin use
of some form of content management system, perhaps Drupal, to speed content
updates and add new features in the future.

Chapters and Recruiting
While chapters have never quite lived up to expectations, this year has seen the
unraveling of some of our most active and oldest chapters. The Chapter
Formation and Advisory Office has been abandoned with the departure of
DeWarren Langley, though even when active, the office resulted in no chapter
formations. Some new chapters have formed and there is promise in some
areas, but mostly this year is a bust as far as chapters are concerned.
Recruitment is as strong as always however. This year witnessed the largest
ever one day and two day recruiting events in its history with its blockbuster
weekend of April 24th and 25th where over 550 members were recruited. Also of
note was the great opportunity this year to table at Warped Tour. This gave

NYRA the opportunity to work
literature tables in nine cities around
the country. While a difficult and
costly logistical situation, this was an
excellent opportunity to bring youth
rights to areas of the country most
often overlooked. This brought out
additional NYRA volunteers who
stepped up to do their part in this
large undertaking.
Chapters
Beginning the year strong after several months of growth and impressive activity,
the Washington, DC area welcomed its newest chapter, NYRA-Montgomery
County in the summer of 2003. In August and September DC area activists
began petitioning in support of the NYRA-MC campaign calling for the creation of
an advocate position within county schools that would defend students faced with
disciplinary action. This Petition of Voices collected a few hundred signatures in
front of local high schools and online. Sadly this campaign did not build
momentum, and has not been worked on since early fall of 2003.
As reported earlier, the once proud campaign in Takoma Park, Maryland has
been mostly abandoned. This spring an attempt was made to restart NYRA-DC
once more, and several meetings were held, but with no one stepping up to
assume the mantle of leadership and with few people volunteering to really help
out, attendance faded and the chapter once again was dormant. An
arrangement was reached with a local concert venue, the Electric Maid, and
NYRA-DC was given a monthly night for a benefit show. Its first was held in May
and was a great success. Unfortunately due to problems at the venue, both June
and July’s concerts were canceled. No word yet on August.
NYRA-AU has had another lackluster year, and those individuals charged with
the nominal work of keeping the chapter together on paper have given that up as
well. When the 2004-2005 school year begins, NYRA’s oldest chapter will cease
to be. With no leadership in a year, it looks like NYRA-DC is also dead.
Once considered a mecca for youth rights, the Washington, DC has seen the
collapse of NYRA-DC, NYRA-AU, and NYRA-MC. All that remains now is
NYRA-PG, whose President just graduated and must pass the baton once the
school year starts up again.
There is promise in the New York area, with approximately half a dozen chapters
and chapter intents. So far however, chapter intents have not led to new
chapters. When the new school year begins, hopefully these will get off the

ground. High membership in the NYRA Meetup may make this area a hotbed for
youth rights activity.
Elsewhere, NYRA has approved of chapters at the University of North Dakota,
Los Angeles and Berkeley, California. So far dormant in the summer, it is hoped
these chapters will spring to action when school begins. There is promising
activity in an emerging chapter in Oregon as well. Keith Mandell has taken over
the role of chapter coordinator, but things seem as slow as ever.
Recruiting
Successes at Warped Tour and the three events of April 24-25 lead a pack of
good recruiting events in 2004. Several hundred members have found their way
to the organization through our proactive methods of outreach. This builds
awareness, and in some areas the NYRA table is a recognized and expected
presence.
Strength with outreach has however illuminated weakness of our resources and
organizations. The processing of member data first to the online database and
then into NYRA’s mailing lists has proven an arduous task for our already over
worked staff. The backlog of new members is substantial, and in some cases no
resolution is in sight. An attempt was made to harness volunteers from our
membership in the form of service members. Several volunteered to do data
entry, but communication, as with all our volunteers, became spotty and with the
exception of one success, shipping member sheets to service members seemed
like a failed idea.
Further confounding the backlog is the new restriction put in place by Yahoo
Groups that limits direct add of subscribers to 10 per day. With hundreds of
members joining every month, this restriction is severe and has exacerbated our
ability to turnaround members in a timely manner. Further troubling is the
crippling proportion of bad addresses we have in our database. Of the 4,400
individuals we count as subscriber level members only 1,900 of them are actually
on the e-mail list. The vast majority of these are bad e-mail addresses that were
either changed after they joined, or illegible addresses scribed at a NYRA
recruiting event. In the last week 180 e-mails from recruiting events were
entered into the database and had welcome letters sent. Over 70 of the above
batch bounced back as invalid e-mails. This is a frustratingly high failure rate.
Solutions to these crippling problems first include the switch away from Yahoo
Groups and onto a more professional mailing list provider as mentioned in the
Website section. Secondly, a fully digitalized recruiting system using a laptop
instead of clipboards. This will eliminate the time consuming data entry task, and
ensure high accuracy of records. An old, cheap laptop used exclusively for this
purpose would help greatly.

Looking Ahead to 2005
With 2004 as a building year, I anticipate 2005 will be our breakout year.
Important pieces of our foundation were put in place this year with the
obtainment of our 501c3 tax status. The significance of this to our financial future
cannot be overstated. With the collapse of the benefit show and unsustaining
level of donations our only chance at this point is through large donors and
foundations.
I do believe it is a very good chance. With the significant media coverage this
year, we are no unknown organization funders will fear. Rather we are a proven
and respected organization, one that if approached right, funders will line up to
fund. With the appropriate experience and commitment we can make this a
reality in the year to come.
I cautioned in last year’s report that if our serious problems of staff
responsiveness and responsibility, member activity, and fundraising weren’t
addressed that we’d face the possibility of treading water for another year.
Despite the many positives this year, in many ways this is what happened. Our
staff is weaker and activity of chapters less than at this point last year, and we
have paid the price. Those few who remain active and committed suffer an
increasing demand on their time and talents to keep this organization running.
This is unsustainable and there are consequences for NYRA.
I further warned that another year of treading water might prove fatal; however
this is clearly not the case. While we may not be a stronger organization at the
end of this year; we have more potential than ever before. Our high profile voting
age has attracted more experience to our ranks, and with this experience from
persons new and old, the year to come promises to finally address the problems
of old, and more importantly to raise the budget we so desperately deserve. Our
arms are weaker from swimming alone for too long, but we see the shore. The
grass is green, and trees are plenty.
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News Release
Berkeley Teens Sit-In, Protest to Lower Voting Age
Berkeley, Calif., February 26, 2004: Dozens of teens will protest the voting age during California's
primary election Tuesday, in the largest demonstration of its kind since 1971.
Protestors will picket outside a polling station starting at 7 AM on March 2, while a smaller group will walk
into the polling station and demand a ballot, much like Susan B. Anthony and her fellow suffragists famously
did in Rochester, New York in 1872. They are prepared to face arrest if it comes to it. The protest will occur in
Berkeley at the senior center at 1901 Hearst Street on the corner of Martin Luther King and Hearst.
The National Youth Rights Association has pledged its full support to the protestors, led by 17-year-old NYRABerkeley chapter leader, Robert Reynolds. This sit-in, the first of its kind in the United States, could spark a
nationwide protest movement over lowering the voting age.
California Senator Jackie Speier (D-San Francisco/San Mateo) sponsored ACA 23 in 1995, which would have
lowered the State's voting age to 14; This debate is not new for California or for the nation.
Alaska, Minnesota, Massachusetts, Texas, and Maine have considered lowering their voting ages. In addition,
campaigns are underway in Florida, Hawaii, North Dakota, New York and Maryland to lower the voting age.
Constitutional law experts agree: the 26th Amendment, which gave 18-year-olds the right to vote nationwide,
still leaves open the possibility for states to lower it further. NYRA is considering a legal challenge to the
voting age in California after the sit-in is over.
Around the world voting rights are being bestowed upon younger people; the German parliament has proposed
to abolish the voting age. While in the United Kingdom, the Labour government is hearing debate on
legislation to lower the voting age to 16.
About NYRA
The National Youth Rights Association is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, and with some 3,600 members, is
the largest youth-rights organization in the United States. Its mission is to promote awareness of the legal and
civil rights of young people in the United States, and has done so through since its founding in 1998.
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“Lower Age to Run for Office in North Carolina,” says NYRA
Durham, NC, August 15, 2003: The National Youth Rights Association has joined the campaign calling for the 21 age
limit to run for public office in North Carolina to be lowered.
NYRA stands behind the effort begun by Raleigh City Council candidate, Zack Medford, to amend the state constitution to
allow all registered voters the chance to run for local office. This will replace the current requirement all local North Carolina
candidates for office be 21. “18-year-olds vote, pay taxes, and are considered adults in most ways; denying them the right to
run for office is age discrimination and wrong,” says NYRA Executive Director, Alex Koroknay-Palicz.
NYRA supports any young citizen who wants to serve their community in public office. At a time when much of the country
is wondering why young people don't get more involved in politics, North Carolina prevents perfectly able and interested youth
from getting involved. The 21-age requirement to run for office is too high and ageist. This requirement should be lowered to
give politically active youth the same right to run for office that their politically active elders enjoy.
NYRA will hold a press conference on Monday, August 18th outside the NC Legislature in Raleigh at 2:00pm.
“If some voters feel 18 is too young to be in office, they have the right to vote against young candidates. However it is
unfair and undemocratic to deny them the chance to run in the first place,” said DeWarren Langley, of NYRA’s Board.
Charles Turner, Mayor of Silas City, NC said this about his 19-year-old potential opponent, "If he can be drafted into the
armed forces, go overseas and fight for me," Turner said, "I think he ought to be able to do what he wants to do." Unfortunately
because of the high age limit in North Carolina his opponent, Jonus Nobles, will not be allowed to run for Mayor. Like dozens of
others around the state, the age limit prohibits young, active candidates from running for office.
The National Youth Rights Association, founded in 1998, is the largest youth rights organization in the country.
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the entirely youth led organization is growing rapidly. NYRA currently has a dozen
chapters with many more in the works. NYRA has also spoken at many conferences on youth rights and has been featured on
CNN multiple times. More information is available on NYRA at: www.youthrights.org
Contact DeWarren Langley at 919-423-8089, or DLangley@youthrights.org (North Carolina contact)
Brad White at 847-420-5684 or Bwhite@youthrights.org (National Director of Public Relations)
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